
Something new is on its way...



Two dissimilar Brothers: X-Car and 
X-Train
The meaning of “freedom” has many 
nuances in the roller coaster busi-
ness. For the guests, it’s about adven-
ture – for the technicians it’s more 
about beating the laws of gravity, 
centrifugal forces and friction with 
consistently new developments. In the 
past, the single vehicles in particular 
with their extraordinary maneuver-
ability allowed exceptional ride el-
ements with nearly unlimited fun. 
However, the traditional roller coaster 
train is also transforming in giant steps 
and allowing itself the luxury of great-
er freedom.

X-Car: The established Innovator
 X-Seat as Pioneer: Without exag-
geration, the X-Seat can be charac-
terized as the pioneer for numerous 
“liberating” achievements on roller 
coaster tracks. In 2003 for the first 
time ever, the new development pat-
ented by Maurer Rides Munich al-
lowed riding upside-down and nega-
tive G’s without shoulder restraints. 
Freedom on the tracks was newly de-
fined. The cleverly devised ergonomic 
hip restraints limit the guest’s free 
moving space only minimally. They 
do not interfere during boarding while 
remaining visually attractive.
 As an individual vehicle with X-
Seats, the X-Car has since featured a 
new dimension of ride comfort and 
a whole new world of adventure as 
unique and spectacular ride layouts 
could be created on the basis of this 
new technology. The X-Car taps these 
special vehicle features with an un-
heard-of intensity.
 Maneuverable, flexible, unmis-
takable: Aside from the innovative X-
Seat, there is a whole list of superbly 
combined elements that make the 
X-Car individual vehicles the adored 

SkyLoop “Abismo”, Parque de Atracciones, Spain



"Formule x" at Drievliet Park (the Netherlands): X-Car in action in a very compact layout

illustrious stars of the roller coaster 
scene.
• Maneuverable: The X-Car is de-
signed for minimal radii (horizontally 
up to 3 m, vertically up to 2.5 m). Its 
rear axle is flexibly supported simi-
lar to that of a skateboard allowing 
seemingly impossible track sections 
with twists up to 16° per track meter. 
This makes the vehicle extremely ma-
neuverable and enables totally new 
ride elements (e.g. the Non-Inversion 
Loop) or the redefinition of well-
established ones. Another example is 
the “G-Force” at Drayton Manor Park 
in the UK where the chain lift turns 
into a loop lift and the camelback is 
extremely peaked. The outcome is a 
more intensive ride experience lead-
ing to a greater attractiveness for the 
respective park.
• Compact: The shortness of the 
vehicles not only accounts for its ma-
neuverability but also for smooth ac-

celeration behavior through all seat 
rows – and the X-Car can incorporate 
all the permitted acceleration stan-
dards.
• Coupleable: One significant aspect 
for large capacities of up to 2000 pph: 
Thanks to the special coupling bar, 
two vehicles coupled together can 
sustain the same maneuverability as a 
single car. 
• Outstanding Visibility from all 
Seats: Two seats per row allow for 
an unobstructed side view. With only 
three rows in stadium style seating, 
the X-Car provides each guest with 
the best possible front view. 
• Freedom on the Tracks I: Thanks 
to the hip restraint, the guest is barely 
restricted – the seat alignment offers 
tremendous leg and lateral mobility.
• Freedom on the Tracks II: The 
maneuverability makes compact and 
highly creative layouts possible, i.e. 
a lot of tracks on a small base area 

or adherence to the narrowest con-
straints. Due to the height restrictions 
at Drievliet Park in the Netherlands, 
the Looping height for “Formule X” 
was confined to a mere 14.5 m.
• Freedom on the Tracks III: Wheth-
er it is the vertical lift, overhead lift or 
LSM-launch, the diversity of the drive 
concepts is plentiful. 
• Attractive: The multiple vehicles 
on the tracks constantly generate a lot 
of action drawing the spectators’ at-
tention.
• Unmistakable: Each ride is created 
with unique ride elements making it 
distinctive. The central focus is on the 
extraordinary – the one-of-a-kind (e.g. 
SkyLoop). The first-class design backs 
up the ride’s individual character.
 The X-Car’s special features make 
it an ideal vehicle for a large spectrum 
of different ride elements. It shows 
off its strengths with the space-saving 
compact coaster consisting of only 



X-Car Music: playing in the high-tech league

150 m track as well as with the mega 
coasters – one of which was built re-
cently at a length of 1000 m.
 High Tech and Mobile Media: Of 
late, the roller coaster vehicle X-Car 
Music has been playing in the high-
tech league. The electrical power sup-
ply on board and stereo speakers on 
each seat generate a fantastic sound. 
Each guest chooses his individual 
song. Video cameras that are perfectly 
integrated into the seats offer every 
imaginable utilization of this medium. 
Fully programmable and continually 
changing light shows turn the vehi-
cle into a downright eye-catcher and 
make the ride shine.

X-Train: The next Step
The X-Car perfectly embodies the ad-
vantages of an individual vehicle – but 
of course, rides with trains also have 
their own undeniable benefits. Fre-
quently they can fulfill the prevailing 
requirements better than individual 

vehicles. The long tracks allow more 
freedom for layout design: In order 
to achieve the same capacity as the 
X-Car tandem with 12 seats, a train 
with 24 seats needs only half as many 
block segments – a train with 36 seats 
only one third. Hence a whole grav-
ity section of the ride can be realized 
with a single block segment. The lay-
out designer gains additional artistic 
freedom, because he or she does not 
have to take into consideration where 
to place the block brakes that may im-
pact the ride’s fun.
 Newly developed X-Train: The 
coaster “idea” is obvious – a train 
with high capacities plus as many ad-
vantages of the successful individual 
vehicles as possible. The developers 
at Maurer Rides have embraced this 
great dream which lead to a surprising 
outcome: X-Train, a totally self-con-
tained, innovative and unique product 
partnered with the X-Car.
 When it comes to capacity, the X-

Train steps in at the very top: up to 36 
seats with 4 X-Seats per row. That’s 
how far a fascinating machine with a 
powerful impression has evolved. The 
two outer seats have been misaligned 
backwards to allow the ride guests in 
the middle of the four-seat rows an 
unobstructed view to the side. The 
misalignment is only large enough to 
make sure that the guest does not get 
the feeling he or she is sitting in an in-
dividual seat and naturally has contact 
with neighboring guests.
 Optional: Firm Floor or Floor-
less: Characteristic for the X-Train 
is the one-of-a-kind combination of 
normal seat configuration in the mid-
dle with a floor and floorless under 
the outer seats. The outer passengers 
literally ride beside the tracks – with-
out a floor panel! Each guest has the 
choice of a secured floor panel under 
his feet by taking a middle seat or a 
thrill and freedom experience by tak-
ing a floorless outer seat. Floorless 

direct sound experience

The fully integrated touch-screen 
control on every seat lets you listen 
to your favourite songs.



X-Train: launching the traditional roller coaster train to into the future...

beside the track means an unrestricted 
view downwards allowing an almost 
flying feeling, or an intensive ride ele-
ment with thrill factor; e.g. a vertical 
drop into “emptiness”. Seats that are 
located directly side by side and still 
provide two diverse ride experienc-
es – that is one of the innovations that 
make the X-Train so unique.
 Light and Simple: In comparison 
to earlier floorless coasters, a great ad-
vantage is the extremely low balance 
point which allows a lot of freedom 
with the ride layout. Compared to con-
ventional trains with four-row seating, 
the X-Train with its outer seats is no-
ticeably lighter - a clear gain for the 
dynamics and the appearance.
 Boarding at the station is very 
simple and works without complex 
additional mechanisms. The station 
platform laterally reaches as far as 
the tracks and from there the middle 
seats are boarded conventionally. The 
station platform height is constructed 

so that the guests can easily board the 
outer seats from there – comparable to 
the boarding scenario of common in-
verted coasters.
 Fast and Dynamic: Maurer devel-
oped the product design with its cus-
tomary high quality: The clear lines 
accentuate its dynamics. The premi-
um-class, partially transparent materi-
als, the best possible seat ergonomics 
and the highest boarding comfort de-
fine the X-Train’s design.
 The especially large wheels permit 
speeds of far above 100 km/h so that 
performance regards to coaster size 
and height is almost unlimited. On the 
other hand, Maurer also envisions the 
possibility of a train with less than 36 
seats: Even an eight-seater model that 
would allow a floorless feeling for in-
dividual vehicles is feasible.
 Modular Concept: The track 
width is larger than with the X-Car 
and the additional room on the vehicle 
floor can be used with high efficiency; 

e.g. for a chain dog and simultaneous-
ly a LSM magnet and brake fin so that 
after the inclined or vertical lift an ad-
ditional launch can be integrated into 
the ride.
 In this sense, many further ele-
ments can be added modularly to en-
hance the X-Train’s attractiveness. As 
with the X-Car, the entire spectrum of 
high-tech and media with speakers, in-
dividual song choice, video cameras, 
LED-lighting and display is possible.

Conclusion
The new X-Train is based on the ex-
perience of the X-Car and enables 
the traditional roller coaster train to 
launch into the future. Together the 
train and the individual vehicle set 
free a lot of possibilities for the con-
struction of challenging top-quality 
roller coasters with unique unheard-of 
attractions. Roller coasters are more 
alive than ever!
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